We recently developed the Rosetta algorithm for ab initio protein structure prediction which generates protein structures from fragment libraries using simulated annealing. The scoring function in this algorithm favors the assembly of strands into sheets. However, it does not discriminate between different sheet motifs. After generating many structures using Rosetta, we found that the folding algorithm predominantly generates very local structures. We surveyed the distribution of ¡ £ ¢ sheet motifs with two edge strands (open sheets) in a large set of non-homologous proteins. We investigated how much of that distribution can be accounted for by rules previously published in the literature, and developed a scoring method that enables us to improve protein structure prediction for ¡ £ ¢ sheet proteins.
The distributions of local versus non-local strand pairs in decoy sets generated by Rosetta (size 10000-15000 each) for eight different proteins. A local strand pair is defined as a pair of strands adjacent in sequence, along the backbone of the protein, that are neighbours in the sheet. A pair of strand neighbours not adjacent in sequence is called a non-local strand pair. The number of local and non-local strand pairs for the native folds are indicated by a square in the respective panels. These numbers are rounded percentages of the frequency of decoys with the respective number of local and non-local strand pairs. A zero therefore stands for a percentage with
, while cells without numbers represent motifs that never occurred in the decoy set. We surveyed the distribution of sheet motifs with two edge strands (open sheets) in the database of non-homologous globular proteins. For example, the figure to the left shows the four-stranded motifs that did not occur in the database. There are a total of 17 motifs which violate one of four absolute rules. Assuming that all loops between parallel strand pairs are right-handed, there can be a clash between two crossings connecting pairs of parallel strands in some motifs (panels 4, 13, 26 and 31). The spatial strand sequence '2413' never occurs in sheets (panels 41-48), and neither do "pretzels", which are motifs that have crossing loops (panels 17, 23, 39 and 46). The motifs in panels 29 and 36 are named spirals. The fitted probabilities for three-stranded motifs in % ' & ) ( and all ( proteins, conditional on loop lengths. A short loop has ten or less residues, a long loop has more than ten residues. The loop lengths between the strands are short-short (0 2 1 ) , short-long (0 4 3 ), long-short (0 4 5 ) and long-long (0 ' 6 ). The motifs 7 1 9 8 7 1 # 3 are shown in the left figure. Probabilities of more than @ B A are highlighted in bold fonts in the table. To assess the F sheet motifs in the decoy sets, a filter was implemented that checked for proper sheet conformations (no unpaired strand, reasonable angles between strands, etc) in the generated structures. The filter alone already improved the quality of the decoy sets considerably! The improvement in average rmsd (root mean squared deviance between the 4 § 5 atoms) achieved for 52 small proteins. On the x-axis is the average rmsd for the complete generated decoy set, on the y-axis is the difference in average rmsd between those decoys that passed the filter and those that did not. Improvements are achieved for almost all decoy sets with less than 10Å average rmsd.
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• The previously described procedures were used in the CASP protein structure prediction experiment to successfully predict 
Conclusion
We surveyed the distribution of F ¡ sheet motifs with two edge strands (open sheets) in the database of non-homologous proteins, and examined deterministic and probabilistic rules for sheet motif distributions. We used the results of our survey to develop a full scoring function of sheet motifs for both C E D G F and all F proteins, that also takes the loop lengths between the strands into account. This scoring function, paired with a filter to eliminate structures with poor sheet configurations, proved to be valuable in ab initio structure prediction. The filter and the scoring function might become even more important in the future, since we hope to be able to use the increase in computer power to create Rosetta decoys with larger and more non-local sheets. We modeled the distributions of F ¡ sheets, but the physical origins of those distributions remain unclear. For example, we have no explanation for the fact that some motifs were not in the database we investigated, although some very similar motifs occur frequently in nature. This puzzle poses an interesting challenge for current protein design methods.
